Thiagu's Blog Global Market Outlook-24 Dec 20
Wall Street closed at record highs as Trump signed the $2.3 trillion relief deal. U.S. Congress has
also pushed through pandemic relief payments of $2,000. Treasury yields edge higher, yield curve
steepens -month, quarter and year-end corporate demand - underpin the dollar.
There is hardly anyone who expects Dollar to trade strong in 2021 - bearish bets are at record
highs. Consensus never gets it right and more so overcrowded.
EURUSD had above average trading range for 2020 of 1637 pips. (That compares to a range of
only 691 pips in 2019 - lowest trading range going back to at least 1980). Short-term symmetrical
triangle formation since Dec 17, currently between 1.2190 and 1.2240, restricts the pair’s
immediate moves. Strong Support at 21-dma 1.2164 and break would suggest top forming.
Taiwan Assurance Act of 2020 & Tibetan Policy and Support Act of 2020 both contain language
objectionable to China- markets probably too optimistic on US- China relations in Biden
Presidency?
Year-end position squaring dominates; 6.5359 close to upside in USDCNY.
GBP softer : 'buy the rumor sell the fact' flows combined with record 40,000+ daily number of new
cases.UK urges business to prepare for end of Brexit transition. Level of disruption to be key Sterling's 1.3625/20 (38.2% of 2014-2020 drop at 1.3621). double-top on Brexit deal towards 55
dma which caught last two cable pullbacks, now at 1.3239.
Dollar recovery. Kuroda: BOJ ready to make stimulus more sustainable. Current 103.895 high is
close to Dec. 16's 103.915. Down trend to gain momentum only if the pair closes at the end of
year below the 200-mma, now at 103.90.
USDINR remained in 73.45 73.65 as exp. Big expiry day: record OI - expectations build up for
break of downside - unlikely to happen as activity in futures was not to delay the down move till
month end. But for some volatility around fix, should stay within the well-defined contours.

